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transceiver, and an antenna. The succeeding section introduces
WiNoC architecture and their developments.

Abstract
Computational power and customers’ demand of sophisticated
devices are evolving complex systems integrated into a chip.
Recently, wireless network-on-chip (WiNoC) is developed as
an on-chip interconnect for complex integrated circuits (ICs) to
resolve the issues of latency, power consumption, throughput
etc. The post-fabrication testing of such complex ICs is also a
challenging job, especially in order to perform direct contact
testing of wafer level VLSI chips. One of the reasons is the
increasing density of contact pads that has direct impact from
the increasing complexity of ICs. This paper presents a
framework for non-contact wafer-level testing of WiNoCbased system-on-chip, while reusing on-chip communication
infrastructure. It is scalable with respect to the technological
advancements and offers significant advantages over
conventional direct-contact and non-contact testing methods.

Such developments evolve new challenges in the domain of
design-for-testability (DfT) [7]. The scan testing is widely used
DfT technique, which allow to control the state of circuit nodes
and observe response of a circuit node based on the applied test
stimulus data [7]. During scan test, (1) test stimuli data is
sequentially shifted in to the controllable points by automatic
test equipment (ATE), (2) the shifted data is applied to the
combinational logic and the response is captured into the
observation points, and (3) the captured responses is
sequentially shifted out to ATE. Due to long shift operation, the
switching activity causes significant dynamic power
consumption [8]; thus, the shift operation is performed at low
frequency, e.g., 50 MHz [9]. However, due to developments in
test equipment, the tester channel frequency has reached in
giga-hertz range [10]. To improve yield, a chip is tested at
wafer-level to sort good dies, which are then packaged and
tested again (package-level test).

Keywords: Design-for-testability, non-contact testing, waferlevel VLSI testing, wireless NoC.

Besides, the downscaling of semiconductor devices shrinks the
dimensions of I/O pads that causes difficulties at wafer-level
testing. The probe needles’ size cannot pace with the scaling of
the size and pitch of I/O pad. This technological bottleneck
constrains further miniaturization of the I/O pads, which in turn
limits the density of dies per wafer as well as the maximal
utilization of the developments in the test equipment.

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
The continued advancements in semiconductor industry has
evolved multicore system-on-chip (SoC), which serves wide
range of applications, e.g., computation, instrumentation,
automation, electronic communication. For modern multicore
SoCs, the on-chip interconnect is one of the major concern to
achieve high throughput, scalability, power efficiency and
concurrency. Network-on-chip (NoC) is considered a potential
candidate to overcome the issues of the traditional bus-based
interconnects and it has qualified to integrate a large number of
cores into a single chip, e.g., 1600 cores [1]. However, with
metallic planar interconnects, the communication between the
distant cores results utilization of more network resources,
routing troubles, significant power consumption and higher
latency due to multi-hop path [2]. To overcome these issues,
wireless NoC (WiNoC) architecture has been evolved [3]–[6].
In WiNoC, certain routing nodes are optimally replaced with
wireless nodes, which improve communication latency
between distant nodes. A wireless node includes a router, a

Moreover, the I/O pads are susceptible to direct contact of
probe needles, which can cause severe damage to the pads,
while establishing an adequate electrical contact.. On the other
hand, the regular cleaning of probe needles and the number of
mechanical contacts limit the life of probe needles, which
require regular replacement.
These factors may collectively make the conventional direct
contact testing methods costly for the future dense integrated
circuits. To circumvent these issues, wireless or non-contact
testing methods have been proposed (see Section “NONCONTACT TEST METHODS”), in which the digital test data
is exchanged between the probe card and the device-under-test
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(DUT) without physical contact. However, the power is
distributed with direct physical contacts, which might also be
replaced with non-contact links in future. Thus, the requirement
of number probe needles per DUT decreases, which decreases
the needle cost, reduces the efforts to clean, replace and align
them; moreover, the number of die per wafer increases.
However, the conventional non-contact test methods require
test dedicated wireless nodes.

The token passing ring path among wireless nodes is shown as
a circle in Figure 1. In token passing protocol, the token bearer
gets the access of wireless channel and initially broadcasts the
packet header over the wireless channel. Since all
omnidirectional antennae are tuned on the same frequency
band, each wireless node receives the header flit. A wireless
node accepts the entire packet, if the destination address
matches with the corresponding receiver’s address.

However, we attempt to reuse on-chip wireless communication
infrastructure of WiNoC for wafer-level testing and present a
framework in Section “NON-CONTACT WAFER-LEVEL
TESTING OF WINOC-BASED SOCS”. The proposed method
can result in wider alignment margin, copes with signal
interference, efficiently utilizes on-chip communication
infrastructure, increases die density per wafer.

NON-CONTACT TEST METHODS
The wireless link in non-contact testing methods can be
developed by radio frequency coupling (RFC) [13], [16]–[18],
capacitive coupling (CC) [19]–[21] or inductive coupling (IC)
[22], [23]. Non-contact testing increases misalignment margin
and reduces the proximity issue compared to the direct contact
testing [19]. These schemes require multiple test dedicated onchip wireless nodes to establish parallel link.

WIRELESS NOC (WINOC)
Figure 1 illustrates a generic WiNoC architecture. The example
in the figure illustrates four wireless nodes and each is directly
connected to four different cores through metallic wires. An
antenna and a transceiver are important component of a
wireless node. On-chip communication through directional
[11][2] and omni-directional [12][5] antennae have been
demonstrated. A directional antenna provides high gain to a
certain direction; however, an omni-directional antenna
essentially radiates to all directions. For high throughput and
energy efficient communication, the transceiver circuitry
should provide a wide bandwidth and low power consumption
[4].

The CC-based interface is cost effective as compared to the
other two interfaces, in terms of fabrication fineness and
footprint area [19]. However, a higher communication range
and data rate can be achieved with RFC-based interface.
According to the recent investigations, the communication at
mm-wave range is a viable technology [3]. Lin et al. [24]
demonstrated silicon integrated antenna and corresponding
circuitry for intra- and inter- chip communication. However,
such technology is restricted by the inter-channel interference
to develop parallel link between probe card and DUT.
Trichopoulos et al. [25] have presented a validation of a new
non-contact testing method, which allows to be operated at THz
frequencies. However, its practical ability is yet to be decided
because of its cost. In contrast, the work in hand exploits the
wireless communication infrastructure of WiNoC to exchange
the test data between probe card and DUT and the power is
supplied through direct contact.

Core

NON-CONTACT WAFER-LEVEL
WINOC-BASED SOCS

LEGEND

Token forwarding path

Wireless node

Network tile

Network interface

TESTING

OF

Significant research has been conducted to reuse on-chip
interconnects as test access mechanisms (TAMs) to transport
the test data between the connected cores and ATE. Since the
developments on WiNoC architectures offer significant
advantages over the planar NoC, we reuse the WiNoC
infrastructure as TAM.

Network router

Figure 1: Generic WiNoC architecture
The inter-channel interference for on-chip communication can
be avoided by using token passing protocol [3], low
transmission power [13], time-division-multiplexing (TDM)
and frequency-division-multiplexing (FDM) [12] or multiple
access mechanism such as frequency-division-multiple-access
(FDMA) [14], code-division-multiple-access [15]. This work
considers token passing protocol to discuss the proposed
framework.

The principal concept of the proposed test method is illustrated
in Figure 2. In order to achieve a contactless testing, we need
to develop the probe card that complies with the technology and
the protocol of the on-chip wireless interconnect infrastructure.
The desired probe card development is not the scope of this
paper. The WiNoC architectures with different kinds of
transmission techniques have been discussed in [3]. We confine
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our discussion to the WiNoCs with Omni-directional antenna
having token passing protocol [3], [4], [12], [26], [27].

of a DUT in time-division manner, as discussed in sub section
“Time-Multiplexed Testing”. The on-probe wireless node
transmits multiple test stimuli packets, while it bears the token
custody, and then forwards the token to node 1. The on-chip
wireless nodes transmit the response packets for the on-probe
wireless node while they hold the token custody. The number
of packets to be transmitted by the on-probe wireless node
depends upon the number of time-slots, as discussed in sub
section “Case Study for Scalability”.

Probe card

Since the token passing protocol grants permission to only one
wireless node to transmit over the wireless medium, a single
wireless node is sufficient on probe card for both the test stimuli
and the test response sharing. However, the WiNoCs with
directional antennae can allow using multiple wireless nodes to
share the test data between probe card and DUT, which
increases the bandwidth between them. However, the
frequency allocation to on-probe wireless node needs to be
considered by design and DfT engineers.

On-chip
Figure 2: Basic concept of non-contact test method for
WiNoC-based SoCs

The WiNoC-based SoCs can be tested by three methods (see
Figure 4); with traditional single or multiple direct contact
access points [1], [28], [29], with conventional non-contact test
methods [13], [19], [21] and with the proposed non-contact test
method. The access point translates between the tester protocol
and network protocol.

The omni-directional antenna can be reused for the test access;
in contrast, if the WiNoC uses directional antennae [3], then a
test dedicated antenna is required that is directed (upwards)
towards the probe card. The test dedicated directional antenna
can either share one of the on-chip transceiver in time-division
or token-sharing manner, or a test dedicated transceiver is
embedded.

In both the direct contact and the conventional non-contact
testing methods, there is physical contact between access point
and I/O pads. However, the link between I/O pads and the probe
card is made with physical contact of probe needles and any
non-contact coupling method, respectively (refer Figure 4). The
conventional non-contact testing methods require multiple test
dedicated wireless nodes. Each wireless node is associated with
an I/O pad and those can be connected to one or more access
points. The test parallelism can be achieved with TDM [30],
[31], using multiple access points [28], [31] or test packet
multicasting [32]. On-chip phase-locked-loop (PLL) is used to
derive faster clocks, which consumes significant power.
Following subsections analyze different aspects of testing
WiNoC-based SoCs.

During test mode the wireless node on the probe card needs to
be the part of token ring of on-chip wireless nodes. Since each
on-chip wireless node has its unique address (from 1 to 𝑟), onprobe wireless node is also assigned a unique address (i.e. 𝑟 +
1). Figure 3 shows the logical path for a token ring among onchip and on-probe wireless nodes. During test mode the 𝑟 𝑡ℎ
wireless node forwards the token to (𝑟 + 1)𝑡ℎ node rather than
node 1. The red dashed lines show the token forwarding path
during test mode. Since the wireless nodes offer high data rate
and the test is performed at low frequency due to scan-test
power constraint, the test data bandwidth can be leveraged by
exchanging the test data with multiple cores-under-test (CUTs)
Probe card

Linked with either
probe needles or
non-contact coupling

DUT

Probe card

Access
point

Core

Core

Core

Core

Figure 4: Interface between probe card and NoC

Figure 3: Token ring formation during test mode
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A. Alignment Margin

checkerboard pattern. Figure 5 shows a wafer with multiple
dies. The on-probe wireless node is placed over the die in such
a way that it could communication with all the wireless node of
corresponding die. This also allows to set minimal transmission
power, which also aids in reducing interference. Figure 5(a)
shows the mapping of interference between adjacent wireless
nodes. For example, the adjacent on-probe wireless nodes
cause interference for each other, which is represented by red
line and the green line represents a sufficient radio isolation
between the nodes. Considering this mapping, the dies can be
tested in checkerboard pattern, as shown in Figure 5(b) and (c).
In this way, the test time doubles but the number of on-probe
wireless nodes is halved, yet the density of dies per wafer is
higher as compared to the conventional testing methods
(refer sub section "Case Study for Scalability”).

In direct contact wafer level testing, probe pins must be
accurately aligned to touch I/O pads. The smaller size and pitch
of probe needles reduce the misalignment margin, which
demands more efforts to ensure proper contact with I/O pads.
Since the WiNoC is suitable for dense SoCs, the size and the
pitch of I/O pads can cause serious issues regarding alignment
margin. Although, the conventional non-contact testing
schemes offer wider alignment margin [19], the I/O pad size
and the pitch may still be influenced by the size of transceivers
and interference factor. Because the conventional non-contact
testing schemes require one-to-one link between probe pins and
DUT I/O pads, which restricts the density of dies per wafer. On
the other hand, the developments in the on-chip radio
communication cannot be exploited.

C. Time-Multiplexed Testing

However, the suggested scheme requires a single RFC-based
link per DUT, which significantly increases the misalignment
margin.

TDM is an effective approach for better utilizing the
communication channel bandwidth and it has been used to
improve the utilization of tester channel bandwidth in few
researches [31][35][36][37]. TDM approach can be used to test
the embedded cores while exploiting high data rate wireless
links. The number of time slots (n) can be given as:

B. Interference
Adjacent channel interference can be experienced by all type of
couplings. However, the CC based links experience relatively
low adjacent channel interference but it is only suitable for very
short range communication like faced chips of stacked ICs [33]
and IC testing [21], [34] but not for on-chip interconnection.

𝐷𝑅𝐴𝑇𝐸_𝐷𝑈𝑇
⌋
𝑛=⌊
𝐷𝑅𝐶𝑈𝑇
where 𝐷𝑅𝐴𝑇𝐸_𝐷𝑈𝑇 represents the data rate between ATE and
DUT through the probe card, and it is used for both the test data
delivery and the test response collection. 𝐷𝑅𝐶𝑈𝑇 represents the
data rate of a CUT. The floor function ensures that n is an
integer. 𝐷𝑅𝐴𝑇𝐸_𝐷𝑈𝑇 can be given as:

Despite the RFC-based link offers more advantages and
improves with the technological advancements, it is not
suitable for conventional non-contact testing methods due to
the parallel interface by using multiple transceivers, where the
interference is the major concern. In the suggested test
framework, a single wireless link is required between probe
card and DUT, which overwhelms the interference.
Furthermore, the power probe needles may be used to shield
the wireless nodes, which is not the scope of this paper.

𝐷𝑅𝐴𝑇𝐸_𝐷𝑈𝑇 = 𝑤𝐴𝑇𝐸 × 𝐷𝑅𝐴𝑇𝐸_𝑐ℎ
where 𝑤𝐴𝑇𝐸 represents ATE channel width for a DUT and
𝐷𝑅𝐴𝑇𝐸_𝑐ℎ represents the data rate per ATE channel.
𝐷𝑅𝐶𝑈𝑇 can be calculated with the TAM width of CUT and the
test frequency (𝑓𝑇 ). We assume that the TAM width of a CUT

However, interference may be observed while testing adjacent
chips, which can be overcome by testing the chips in
Wafer

Die

On-probe
wireless node

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: Wafer level testing (a) interference mapping (b) configuration 1 for testing (c) configuration 2 for testing
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is twice the flit size (𝐹𝑆), half of that is used for test data-in and
half for the test data-out.

the area occupied by power pins and a single wireless node on
a probe card for a single DUT is:
(400 × 0.00425𝑚𝑚2 ) + 0.759𝑚𝑚2 = 2.459𝑚𝑚2

𝐷𝑅𝐶𝑈𝑇 = 2 × 𝐹𝑆 × 𝑓𝑇
Furthermore, 𝐷𝑅𝐴𝑇𝐸_𝐷𝑈𝑇 can be distributed among 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑊𝐿
on-chip wireless nodes in time-division manner, i.e.,
Therefore, through each wireless node,

𝑛
𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑊𝐿

𝐷𝑅𝐴𝑇𝐸_𝐷𝑈𝑇
𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑊𝐿

Now the total area occupied by total probe pins on a probe card
is:

.

(40000 + 40000) × 0.00425𝑚𝑚2 = 340𝑚𝑚2

cores can be

tested.

That allows

Let us assume that 𝐷𝑅𝐴𝑇𝐸_𝐷𝑈𝑇 = 20𝐺𝑏𝑝𝑠, 𝐹𝑆 = 16 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 and
𝑓𝑇 = 100𝑀𝐻𝑧, which means 𝐷𝑅𝐶𝑈𝑇 = 3.2𝐺𝑏𝑝𝑠. The number
of wireless node is 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑊𝐿 = 3. With this arrangement, we
can test 𝑛 = 6 cores in time-division manner and through each
wireless node, we can test 2 cores.

probe area,

The trouble in further shrinking the size and pitch of the probe
needles is a bottleneck in miniaturizing the IO pads. Thus, the
capacity of the advanced testing equipment is underutilized.
However, the proposed test method leverages the technological
advancements and results in significant test cost reduction.

400

2.459𝑚𝑚2

= 100 dies on a wafer. However, in such
= 138 wireless nodes can be embedded.

Contact with number of dies per wafer

With direct contact & conv. non-contact

To observe the scalability, the following case is assumed. The
probe card can accommodate 80000 probe needles and each
die has 800 I/O pads. Both the probe needles and the I/O pads
are distributed between the power and the functional contacts
by 50%, i.e., 40000 (400) needles for power contact per wafer
(die), and same for functional contacts. With the direct contact
and conventional non-contact tests, the probe card can make
contact with

3.4𝑚𝑚2
340𝑚𝑚2

The line chart in Figure 6 shows that the proposed non-contact
test framework exponentially scales with the downscaling of
technology, which allows increasing the density of dies per
wafer. However, the density of dies per wafer is not affected
due to the saturation in shrinking of probe needle size,
regardless of the technology node.

D. Case Study for Scalability

40000

340𝑚𝑚2

= 100 dies on the wafer.

With proposed non-contact

195
175

155
135
115
95
90nm

65nm

40nm

20nm

10nm

Process technology

Furthermore, we assume that the surface area of a probe needle
is 4225𝜇𝑚2 (65𝜇𝑚 × 65𝜇𝑚), including the pitch [38][39],
and it is same at all technology nodes. The area occupied by the
probe pins on the probe card for a single DUT is:

Figure 6: The number of allowed dies per wafer by direct
contact and non-contact test methods with different
process technologies.

(400 + 400) × 0.00425𝑚𝑚2 = 3.4𝑚𝑚2

Table 2 summarizes different aspects of all three types of
testing methods. It is clear that the suggested method
outperforms in all the mentioned fields.

The area of wireless nodes processed with 90𝑛𝑚, 65𝑛𝑚 and
40𝑛𝑚 technology are roughly estimated from [5], [17], [40],
[41], see Table 1. However, the wireless node area with 20𝑛𝑚
and 10𝑛𝑚 technologies are approximated based on the fact that
the device area ideally scales as 1/k2 (k is scaling factor) with
downscaling of the process technology [42].

Table 2: Summary of Test Techniques
Test
Alignment
technique
margin

Table 1: Approx. area of a wireless node at different
technology nodes
Process
technology (nm)
Wireless node
area (mm2)

90

65

40

20

10

1.848

0.759

0.409

0.102

0.026

For the proposed method, 400 power pins and a wireless node
is required for a DUT. With 65𝑛𝑚 technology, the area of a
wireless node is approximately 0.759𝑚𝑚2 [5], [41]. Therefore,
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CONCLUSION
A non-contact wafer-level test framework is proposed for
WiNoC-based SoCs, which reuses on-chip wireless
communication infrastructure. Discussions show that the
proposed framework is a scalable solution and better utilizes
the technological advancements compared to the conventional
direct-contact and non-contact wafer-level testing methods.

FUTURE WORK
The future version of this work will include the development of
the probe card for the proposed method, the extension for
WiNoC with directional antennae and development of test cost
function. Furthermore, it will include extensive experiments for
demonstration.
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